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Abstract—One widespread, but frequently overlooked, source
of security information is influencer marketing ads on YouTube
for security and privacy products such as VPNs. This paper
examines how widespread these ads are, where on YouTube they
are found, and what kind of information they convey. Starting
from a random sample of 1.4% of YouTube, we identify 243
videos containing VPN ads with a total of 63 million views.
Using qualitative analysis, we find that these ads commonly
discuss broad security guarantees as well as specific technical
features, frequently focus on internet threats, and sometimes
emphasize accessing otherwise unavailable content. Different
VPN companies tend to advertise in different categories of
channels and emphasize different messages. We find a number
of potentially misleading claims, including overpromises and
exaggerations that could negatively influence viewers’ mental
models of internet safety.
Index Terms—VPNs, advertising, YouTube, security education

I. I NTRODUCTION
Understanding and improving how people obtain and share
security knowledge is of paramount concern to ensuring that
users make good security decisions. As such, there has been
extensive study of security education, spanning a wide variety
of training disciplines, advice from experts and peers, and
pedagogy (e.g., [1–7]). But to our knowledge, little study has
gone into an informal yet pervasive form of security education:
advertisements on YouTube.
In particular, VPN (Vritual Private Network) companies—
a $35.4 billion industry[8]—aggressively advertise on media
such as YouTube. VPN ads are particularly noteworthy because they attempt to inform users about what a VPN is and
what services it provides, as a means of convincing users to
purchase the product. As such, these ads are—for better or
worse—communicating extensive information about privacy,
security, and threats on the internet, which may influence
people’s mental models not only of VPNs, but for internet
security more broadly. In this work, we seek to understand
how pervasive VPN ads are, what information they convey
about the threats, capabilities, and potential solutions that exist
today, and how accurate these depictions are.
We chose VPNs as the primary focus of our study for three
reasons. First, based on our own experiences, we believed
these ads to be very common (though even we were surprised
to see how widely disseminated and viewed this material
is). Second, which (if any) VPN a user chooses can have
profound impact on their security and privacy, particularly
given that many VPNs leak or inject data and lie about
their service offerings [9–11]. Third, VPNs are an useful case
study as it pertains to security education. VPNs are nonobvious technologies, with nuanced threat models (such as

eavesdropping on shared network infrastructure) and solutions
(such as encrypted tunneling) that are foreign concepts to most
users. To motivate purchases, VPNs have sought to educate
users—this paper explores the content of this education.
Our study concerns a particular kind of YouTube ad: influencer ads, in which content creators themselves deliver
promotional materials as part of their video (as opposed to
interstitial ads, which are created by the company itself and are
played before, during, or after a user-chosen video). Such ads
are prominent on YouTube, and because they are embedded
into content, they are not typically blocked by ad blockers.
To study these ads, we first obtain metadata for a random
sample of about 86 million videos: about 1.4% of videos
available on YouTube. We then obtain detailed information,
including English subtitles when available, for the most popular of these videos: about 10 million videos that have at least
800 views each. Using subtitles and manual qualitative coding,
we identify and analyze in depth 243 videos, representing a
total of 63 million views, containing influencer VPN ads.1
We apply in-depth qualitative coding to identify the threat
models VPN ads describe. We define a novel codebook that
can capture relationships within threat models, including who
the adversary is, what they do, the asset being attacked or
defended, and what the VPN does to prevent or mitigate the
threat. We also analyze other facets of VPN ads, including
claims about who should use a VPN and when, as well as
whether or not the VPN sponsorship is properly disclosed.
Moreover, in-content ads represent a particularly interesting
point in the advertising ecosystem, in that they combine the
goals of two parties: the company that wishes to sell its goods,
and the content creator that wishes to establish and maintain
their brand identity. To understand how these two forces
interoperate in the VPN ad space, we obtain the instructions
that one major VPN company provides to content creators. We
examine how the resulting influencer ads do (not) conform to
these guidelines, and evaluate them as a potential source of
inaccurate information. We note, however, that this is only a
single example, and is thus anecdotal.
We summarize our findings as follows:
•

VPN ads are incredibly widely disseminated, spanning 243
videos and 63M views from late 2016 to mid 2020 in our
dataset alone. When scaled to all of YouTube, we estimate
there are 17.1K videos totaling 4.4B views, making VPN
ads a broad-reaching form of security education.

1 We provide links to many of these videos, some of which contain explicit
or potentially offensive language or content. Visiting these links while signed
in may disrupt future YouTube recommendations.

YouTubers make a wide variety of claims when promoting VPNs, which include promoting VPNs as a content
consumption tool, various technical claims, and vague and
in some cases potentially misleading statements about the
capabilities of VPNs and internet threats in general.
• VPN providers exhibit wide variety in their target markets.
For instance, one industry leader, NordVPN, advertises on
videos in a variety of categories (e.g., lifestyle, tech, gaming,
politics), while VirtualShield exclusively sponsors rightwing and/or conspiratorial videos.
• VPN providers and YouTubers also differ in the claims
and features they tend to emphasize; for instance, a large
fraction of SurfShark-sponsored videos boast media access
capabilities, while VirtualShield and TunnelBear ads do not
mention them at all. Further, VirtualShield has the highest
ratio of videos with overpromises and exaggerations.
• Collectively, our results show that viewers are receiving a
plethora of security- and privacy-related information, some
of which is incorrect, misleading, or contradictory.
• Confirming prior work [12], we find many VPN ads are not
properly disclosed in accordance with FTC guidelines [13].
We view this work as one step toward understanding how
advertising shapes (and possibly harms) security mental models, and eventually behaviors. We believe our threat-modelrelationship codebook can easily be extended and applied to
other kinds of ads. To assist in such future efforts, we make
our data publicly available.2
•

II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we describe how people use YouTube as a
knowledge source, we detail advertising methods on YouTube,
we discuss prior research on mental models of privacy- and
security-enhancing technologies (PETs), and we review other
instances of companies pushing for adoption of PETs.
A. Learning from YouTube
Research indicates users are influenced by news and educational content they watch on YouTube. Using data from a 2018
Pew Research survey, Smith et al. report that more than half of
YouTube users agreed “the site is at least somewhat important
for helping them understand things that are happening in the
world,” a 2.5x increase compared to 2013 [14]. The same study
finds that many users encounter obviously false, troubling,
and abusive or demeaning content. One study of individuals’
browsing histories suggests YouTube promotes conspiratorial
and radicalized content, pushing users toward extremes [15].
Studies using crawlers to simulate user interaction have found
similar results [16]. On the other hand, Ledwich and Zaitsev’s
analysis suggests no such promotion of radicalization [17].
Our dataset includes videos with radical and conspiratorial
news content, some of which contain VPN ads.
Recently, Kross et al. found YouTube to be the top online
resource for learning information about multiple topics, including Online safety and Programming [18]. Similarly, other
2 https://osf.io/azmx8/

researchers found that a majority of users thought YouTube
was “very important” when learning “how to do things they
haven’t done before.” [14]. Although none focus directly on
YouTube, security researchers have repeatedly found users to
use (in some cases fictional) media ([19–21]) and ads ([22])
to form mental models of security and privacy.
Collectively, this research highlights YouTube’s potential
as a platform for promoting and teaching about technical
security products (e.g., VPNs). Indeed, we find instances
of YouTubers emphasizing learning while promoting VPNs;
for example, Ivan on Tech refers to a VPN ad as “this
informational sponsorship.” [23]) As we discuss below, the ads
in our dataset often convey significant (sometimes erroneous)
technical details and threat information, which may contribute
to viewers’ mental models of VPNs.
B. Ads on YouTube
Advertisements on YouTube can be divided into two broad
categories: ads served by YouTube and influencer ads. For the
former, YouTube places ads on distinct UI elements on the
page—typically in the video player by interrupting videos—
with the YouTubers having limited control over ad content.
In contrast, with influencer ads, YouTubers generally embed
the advertisement into the video, making it part of the content
itself. In this work, we exclusively focus on influencer ads.
The unique—in some cases deeply personal—relationship
between YouTubers and their audiences makes YouTube a
particularly well suited platform for influencer advertisements [24]. In contrast to ads served by YouTube, influencer
ads produced by YouTubers can better target communication
to the specific audience [25]. Because they are served from
the same source, they are less susceptible to ad blockers [26].
YouTubers generate revenue through influencer ads via two
primary mechanisms: (1) direct payment for promotion of the
product [27], and/or (2) commissions from sales associated
with the ads, via coupon codes and/or affiliate links [28].
Research suggests influencer ads are more cost-effective and
result in more engagement than traditional brand-promoted
ads [25]. A systematic analysis of factors that contribute to
the success of influencer ads found social advocacy (having a
positive attitude toward the YouTubers), trustworthiness, and
to a lesser extent likability and homophily, to be significant
factors in the perceived credibility of information [29].
Although academic work on the prominence of affiliate
marketing is limited, Mathur et al. showed that affiliate-link
marketing was widespread on YouTube, in most cases without
appropriate disclosure, which may violate U.S. law [12].
Using the same dataset, Swart et al. later proposed a browser
extension to automatically detect and disclose such links [30].
We also detect numerous ads that might violate U.S. law,
suggesting the problem isn’t limited to affiliate links.
Although our study focuses on VPN ads, our results provide
further context about disclosure of influencer ads. Our dataset
can be used for further analysis of influencer ads on YouTube.

C. Users, PETs, and VPNs
The reasons people use, can’t use, won’t use, or misuse
various PETs have been a common topic of research (e.g., [31–
35]). Among other reasons, misuses of PETs are often linked
to inadequate mental models [31, 34–38]. In many cases,
when users cannot be expected to develop complete, functional
mental models of complex technologies, various interventions
are employed to promote correct use (e.g., [1, 5]).
User mental models of VPNs are relatively under-researched
compared to other PETs (e.g., encrypted messaging apps).
Recently, investigating a likely tech-savvy population, Namara
et al. found that a majority of VPN users use them for nonprivacy use cases (e.g., accessing geo-locked content) [38].
However, the same study found that users who do use VPNs
for privacy tend to keep using them longer. Other researchers
have noted people using VPNs for increased security and
privacy on public networks, as well as to prevent hacks and
password leaks [39]. We observe YouTubers conveying similar
ideas about VPN features and benefits.
Further, research on popular privacy-focused VPNs has
identified many flaws [9–11, 40–43]. Thus, researchers have
in some cases refrained from recommending them as a privacy
tool [44]. Notably, though some researchers recommend them
for use [39], “free” VPNs have often been found to promise
security while actively violating users’ privacy [9]. Recent
reporting also shows that mainstream paid VPNs (some of
which also appear in our dataset) may engage in privacyviolating data collection practices [42].
D. Driving adoption of security and privacy tools
Some industries have been successful at driving adoption of
PETs without relying on persuasion. According to Duo, recent
wide-scale adoption of two-factor authentication is largely
driven by companies forcing their customers to adopt the technology [45]. The 1990s antivirus software boom was driven by
distribution through computer and OS manufacturers [46–48].
Companies often use security as a selling point, to varying
degrees of success. In the late 2000’s, Apple’s successful “Get
a Mac” push partially campaigned campaigned on Macs being
less prone to malware than PCs [49]. These ads presented
security as a fact without going further into details; recent
industry reports show that Macs are more targeted by malware developers than their PC counterparts [50]. Recently,
Whatsapp attempted and failed to convey the guarantees of
end-to-end encryption to their user base of billions [51, 52].
Public backlash to Whatsapp’s privacy policy moved them to
redouble those efforts, but this move was motivated by user
retention more than new user adoption [53].
A different advertising paradigm is emerging with VPN
companies. Rather than direct communication from the company, influencers who have the flexibility to market to their
own audiences are designing promotions. In this paper, we
investigate how these intermediaries persuade their viewers to
adopt VPNs, and how prevalent these ads are on YouTube. We
find that VPN ads likely reach billions of viewers, comparable

to ambitious industry efforts at influencing users’ understandings of security and privacy tools.
III. T HE DATASET
Here we describe how we sample YouTube and determine
which videos contain VPN ads, as well as the details of our
qualitative analysis of ad content. Details of each sample we
consider are given below and summarized in Table I.
A. Large-scale scrape
To obtain the dataset, we initially use random prefix sampling [58], which in theory allows us to sample 1/64th (1.6%)
of all videos on YouTube.3 In this step, we do not download
the videos themselves, only relevant metadata (see Table I).
In practice, some prefixes (e.g., those starting with “ ”)
are incompatible. As such, our implementation attempted to
sample 1.5% of all videos, capturing the brief details of
86.3M videos (the representative sample). We then collected
additional details for videos with more than 800 views, which
covers more than 99% of total views in the representative
sample. We call these 10.7M highly viewed videos the 10M
dataset. Within the 10M dataset, we downloaded English
subtitles when available (1.6M videos). We also obtained
additional details from the YouTube data API for a random
subset of the 10M dataset (195.0K videos). We use YouTube
API data when reporting video metadata. Data was collected
between August 2020 and March 2021.
To obtain the representative sample and 10M dataset, we
used up to 16 parallel scrapers, among which we divided
all compatible five-character YouTube ID prefixes. When
scraping for subtitles and additional details, we used a slightly
modified version of youtube-dl4 , an open-source online video
downloader program. Some of the scrapers operated through
proxies and switched server locations once every ∼10 hours.
Confirming the dataset
We partially revalidate random
prefix sampling on YouTube, as initially documented by Zhou
et al. [58]. We compare the videos we obtained to a 2016
modified random sample released by YouTube [59], finding
that our representative sample contained the details of 51.7K of
the 54.0K videos that existed in the prefix space our implementation attempted to scrape. This suggests we likely obtained
95.8% of all YouTube videos falling within the searched prefix
space (Agresti-Coull [60] CI95% =(0.956, 0.959)).5 Overall, we
likely sampled 1.4% of all YouTube videos.
B. Finding videos with VPN ads
To identify videos containing VPN ads, we first identify all
videos in the 10M dataset whose English subtitles include the
abbreviation “VPN” (1,751 out of 1.6M videos) to establish a
3 Videos on YouTube are assigned an 11-digit id, where the first 10 are
random base64 digits [58]. Using YouTube’s search feature, we are able to
obtain all videos with the fixed fifth digit “-” (see referenced videos throughout
the paper for examples), limiting the dataset to 1/64th of YouTube.
4 https://youtube-dl.org/
5 Although this dataset cannot be used to validate videos that were uploaded
after 2016, we find it reasonable to assume the remaining data is equally valid.

Dataset Name

Description

Data

Videos

Views

representative
sample

Limited details for 1.4% of videos on
YouTube, obtained via random-prefix
sampling. Source: Custom scraper

Rounded view count, dates, video type,
short description

86.3M

>603.5B∗

10M dataset

More details, English subtitles for representative sample videos with 800+ views.
Source: Custom scraper & youtube-dl

Channel, views, ratings, duration, date,
description, technical specifications,
thumbnail locations. Subtitles for 1.6M.

10.7M

606.0B

10M subset

Random subset of 10M dataset used
for comparison purposes. Source: 10M
dataset and YouTube data APIs

Same as 10M dataset plus video genres,
# of comments, # likes, # of dislikes.

195.0K

11.4B

VPN ad sample

VPN ads selected for in-depth manual
analysis. Source: filtering on 10M dataset,
then manual labeling.

Same as 10M subset, plus manual qualitative analysis.

243

62.7M

TABLE I: Details of the datasets we generated. ∗ Views for the representative sample are rounded down; other view counts are exact.
Statement

Adversary

Adversary Action

Asset

VPN action

You can watch content that may be blocked in
your country [54]

–

Restrict

Content or media

Enable consumption

. . . your internet service provider can see every
single website you’ve visited [55]

ISP

Surveil

Internet activity

–

you wouldn’t want American Media International to actually come after you [56]

The media

Threaten

Yourself

–

ExpressVPN protects you from hackers or people trying to steal your private information [57]

Hacker

Steal

Sensitive data

Protect

ExpressVPN protects you from hackers or people trying to steal your private information [57]

Vague adversary

Steal

Sensitive data

Protect

TABLE II: Examples of how we used threat-model statements. The last two lines show one statement with multiple adversaries.
candidate dataset. Next, three researchers applied an opencoding approach on ∼25% (425 videos) of this candidate
dataset to precisely define what VPN ads are for this study.
Our final definition includes all videos that mention VPNs
and are affiliated, via explicit disclosure or an undisclosed
affiliate link, with VPN companies. Three researchers independently applied this definition to code an additional 175 videos
(∼ 10% of the candidate dataset), reaching Krippendorff’s
α of 0.852 and thereby validating it [61]. Finally, the three
researchers split the remaining candidate videos, each of which
was adjudicated by one researcher. This resulted in 359 videos
with VPN ads (4.1E-4% of the representative sample).
C. Further filtering for analysis
Before conducting our in-depth analysis, we filtered out
an additional 116 videos (12.4M total views) that were not
suitable for analysis, due to one or more of the following:
•

•

The video was entirely about VPNs (e.g., [62]). These are
generally long and unstructured, and the ad is difficult to
distinguish from the other content. (63 videos, 4.7M views)
The video was removed from YouTube between collection
and analysis, before we were able to download it. Some
were taken down by YouTube, as part of a crackdown on
right-wing and/or conspiratorial videos (e.g., [63], which

had been sponsored by Norton [64]). Others were removed
by their creators. (18 videos, 201.2K views)
• The video contained ads for other security products that
bundle in VPNs as a side product. In these videos, it is
difficult to distinguish features specific to the VPN from
the other product(s). (17 videos, 6.8M views)
• The video was affiliated with a VPN company but did
not have substantial advertisements (e.g., [65]). (9 videos,
501.9K views)
• The video was mistakenly classified as an ad initially,
removed after further inspection. (9 videos, 41,9K views)
• The video was sponsored by a VPN company but promotes
a non-VPN product (e.g., NordVPN’s password manager
“NordPass” [66]). (2 videos, 292.0K views)
We manually analyze the remaining 243 videos (62.7M
total views), which we call the VPN ad sample, in depth. We
analyze each video in two ways: (1) We code the specific
threat models conveyed in the ad (threat-model statements),
and (2) we code additional information not related to threat
models (supplemental codes).
To capture threat models, we applied content analysis [67]
and developed a novel codebook structure to capture relations
between entities. We divide each ad into units of analysis—
typically one distinct claim—and assign up to four subcodes: 1) who the adversary is, 2) what the adversary does,

3) the asset being attacked or defended, and 4) what the
VPN does. This allows us to capture the relationship among
adversaries, threats, and protective measures as described by
the ad. For example, one ad claims the VPN “Protects you
from . . . people trying to steal your private information.” [57]
In this case, the adversary is the poorly specified “people,”
the asset is private information, what the adversary is doing
is stealing the information, and what the VPN is doing is
generically “protecting” against this threat. Examples of all
four sub-codes are given in Table II.
To capture additional context not represented by these
threat-model statements, such as whether the content is humorous or claims about network performance, we use thematic
analysis with open coding [68].
Two researchers jointly developed the two codebooks by
independently coding ∼5 videos at a time, resolving differences, clarifying boundaries and adjusting the granularity of
the codes. We also refined the structure for coding threatmodel statements as needed between batches. After coding
133 videos (∼37% of the dataset) and reaching sufficient
confidence in the codebooks, researchers attempted to establish
reliability on an additional 10% of the overall dataset (36
videos out of 359).6
We obtain an overall Krippendorff’s α of 0.757 with threatmodel statements and 0.941 with supplemental codes. For
threat-model statements, we count a unit of analysis to be
“agreed” if both coders identify the same four sub-codes.
Notably, this is a rather strict definition of agreement, since
there are four sub-agreements. Krippendorff’s α for the subcodes are .911 for VPN action, .839 for adversary action, .924
for asset, and .943 for adversary. All α values are considered reliable [61]. Having established reliability, researchers
divided and coded the remaining videos.

D. Limitations
We discuss three main potential limitations to our study.
Sampling
Although our initial large-scale scrape is likely
representative of YouTube (see § III-A and [58]), we narrow
down that dataset using a minimum view filter and an English
transcription filter. The minimum view limit excludes some
videos but does capture the vast majority of total views
(>99%), and therefore likely most of the total impact.
Though not without problems [69, 70], the accuracy
of YouTube transcription has increased significantly over
time [71–73]. Our manual labeling process (§ III-B) allowed
us to exclude false positives (words incorrectly transcribed as
“VPN”), but not to find false negatives (“VPN” incorrectly
transcribed as something else). Our study was limited to a
6 In practice, the reliability set was coded in 10-video batches, calculating
reliabilities (without resolving differences) after each batch. Keeping track of
reliability numbers enabled us to, if need be, reset the reliability process by
resolving codes and starting a new set of 36 videos.

keyword search for the term “VPN,” though there may be
other ways to determine if a video includes a VPN ad. 7
Finally, we limit our dataset to the English language, which
is native to the authors. U.S. customers are among the largest
VPN markets, with roughly a third of the global VPN market [8]. We cannot generalize to VPN ads in other languages,
which may emphasize different content. We encountered several non-English videos that YouTube phonetically transcribed
as English, which we discarded during coding.
Overall, our numbers represent a lower bound on the
prevalence of VPN ads on YouTube. Although not perfectly
generalizable, our dataset provides a meaningful view into the
English VPN ad space.
Accuracy in labeling
We used open coding to determine
what to count as a VPN ad and then used content analysis
to classify ad contents. This process has well-known limitations related to human judgement [74]. Further, our analysis
for threat-model statements are subject to granularity limitations [75]. We use a strict standard for inter-rater reliability to
maximize validity and reliability.
Metrics
The definition of a view, as reported by YouTube,
is somewhat ambiguous [76]. Views are not necessarily unique
or singular, as one person may watch a video repeatedly or
multiple people may watch a video together on one device.
Further, ads may be skipped partially or entirely via fastforwarding, or devices may be unattended while a video plays.
While unlikely to be exact, we assume that views as reported
by YouTube strongly correlate with actual views in practice.
IV. R ESULTS
We analyze in depth 243 videos with VPN ads. This suggests there are ∼17,127 videos (Agresti-Coull CI95% =(15,13619,381)) containing VPN ads on YouTube. (The CI does not
account for labeling errors.) Further, it implies that numbers
reported in this study can be multiplied by ∼70.2 to roughly
estimate expected prevalence for all of YouTube, with varying
confidence intervals. For example, VPN ads on all of YouTube
may have 4.4B views overall.
We analyze these videos in multiple ways: comparing
videos with and without VPN ads, in-depth analysis of ad
content, identifying problematic statements, comparison of ads
from different VPN companies, trends over time, common
advertising techniques, and a case study on the relationship
between companies (in this case, SurfShark) and YouTubers.
To better convey the impact of themes we identify, we report
total views alongside the number of videos.
A. Comparing videos with VPN ads to the rest of YouTube
When compared to the 10M subset, videos with VPN ads
(VPN ad sample) tend to have more views, a higher ratio of
likes and comments to views, and a similar ratio of dislikes
7 After analysis, we revisited keyword search to find any video that included
two of “virtual,” “private,” or “network” in a three-word sequence. This
method is more resilient to mistranscriptions and would have discovered two
additional videos while adding no new codes to our codebook.

Fig. 1: CDFs of likes per view, dislikes per view, and comments per
view. Videos with VPN ads have a higher ratio of likes and comments,
and have a lower ratio of dislikes. Sampled to reduce crowding.

(Figure 1). (Presumably creators with higher engagement are
more suitable for advertising; it’s unlikely that the VPN ad
sample received more attention because of the ads.)
Videos classified as gaming, technology, society, and politics are over-represented in the VPN ad sample relative to
a random sample (Figure 2); in contrast, music, vehicle,
performing arts, and many other kinds of content are underrepresented. Although they show less topical diversity than a
random slice of YouTube, videos with VPN ads do belong
to a wide variety of categories, potentially reaching distinct
audiences. As an indicator of the heavy tail, 84% of the VPN
ad sample is distributed across the 27 least popular categories,
compared to 81% and 57 categories for the 10M subset.
A comparison between channels that produced videos with
VPN ads (n=161) and a random subset of channels (channels
that produced 10M subset, n=176.8K) shows similar trends.
B. What do VPN ads look like?
VPN ads were on average 63.5 seconds long (min=2.0,
max=210.9 σ=46.0)8 . They were generally presented in either
one or two segments; videos that used two segments generally
introduced the sponsor at the start of the video and then
provided more ad content later.
In most cases, the product advertised was a VPN; however, sometimes YouTubers also mentioned add-ons the VPN
company bundles or sells separately. We took note of such
VPN ads (35 videos, 4,4M views); however, since it was often
unclear which advertised features belonged to the add-ons
vs. the VPNs, we could not reliably distinguish threat-model
statements between the products.
We assigned on average 7.6 unique threat-model statements
(min=0, max=43, σ=8.8) and 13.4 supplemental codes (min=1,
max=27, σ=3.9) per VPN ad.
While a majority of VPN ads (180 videos, 47.3M views)
consisted of the YouTubers simply talking about the prod8 Sixty

seconds seems to be an industry standard [27, 77].

Fig. 2: Fraction of videos belonging to content categories, as labeled
by YouTube. Gaming sub-genres are aggregated under “Gaming.”

uct (e.g., [78]), some produced extra content, such as skits
(e.g., [57]), or connected the advertisement to the rest of the
video (58 videos, 11.6M views). A minority of YouTubers
created heavily produced content just for the VPN ad (e.g., a
Ghostbusters parody for an ad [79]; 6 videos, 3.8M views). As
might be expected, videos with this kind of high production
value have more views on average.
A large minority of VPN ads include humor (66 videos,
32.1M views), typically in keeping with the tone of the channel
(e.g., [80]). As humor is subjective, we recorded which ads
might contain humor but do not elaborate; however, we note
that humor has been shown to be effective for education [81].
In a small number of cases, YouTubers did not directly
financially benefit from VPN ads appearing in their videos.
These so called “reaction videos” are re-uploaded content
where YouTubers embed other YouTubers’ content and “react”
to it, thus also reacting to the VPN ad (5 videos, 90.0K views).
In many cases, lesser known channels react to videos with
greater reach. For example, one video with 35K views, (adult
language) shows a reaction to a video with 3.6M views [82].
C. What do VPN ads talk about?
Next, we describe high-level themes we observed.
1) Broad security and privacy guarantees: As expected,
many VPN ads emphasize privacy and security benefits. In
many cases, these benefits are described using broad, abstract
guarantees. In these ads, the YouTuber typically describes the
VPN as “secure,” “safe,” or “hidden,” in relation to vague or
unspecified assets (171 videos, 45.6M views).
For many of these ads, the asset being protected is simply
the user themselves, rather than any more specific information
or asset they may possess. YouTubers say things like “I want
to be protected” [83] (76 videos, 19.2M views). Some mention
protecting their families instead of or in addition to themselves
(11 videos, 301.7K views).

Fig. 3: Relationships within threat-model statements: adversaries, what adversaries do, and assets under threat. Band colors show relations
to adversaries. Band widths are proportional to total views for videos including that pair. Pairs under 1.5M views are not plotted. Pairs with
gray bands have no stated adversary; statements without adversary actions are not included.

Other broad or abstract assets being protected include internet activities as a whole; for example, “You can secure your
browsing in seconds” [84] (59 videos, 14.4M views). VPN
ads also claim to protect “data” (46 videos, 23.0M views)
and the “connection” (17 videos, 9.0M views). VPN ads in
this category also frequently invoke intangible assets such as
“security,” “safety,” and “rights” (58 videos, 14.5M views).
When describing these general protections, most YouTubers
use absolute terms that may overstate the power of VPNs,
such as “you are completely anonymous” [85] (154 videos,
43.5M views). Occasionally, the ads more realistically promise
improvement compared to not using a VPN, but without
absolute guarantees (26 videos, 2.2M views): for example,
“That NSA man has to work harder to find you” [86].
2) Technical security features: The second content category
we identify also deals with privacy and security. In contrast
to the broad guarantees we discuss above, however, these ads
emphasize technical details when advertising security.
Changing or masking IP and location
Many of these
ads focus on specific assets, such as IP addresses (46 videos,
14.7M views), locations (63 videos, 34.0M views), or both (17
videos, 9.4M views). YouTubers most commonly referred to
directly altering the location or IP address (55 videos, 25.0M
views), using phrases like “change the country” and “switching
your IP address.” A smaller number are more precise, noting
that the VPN uses deception to make it appear as though the
location has changed (e.g., “pretend you are in another country” [87]; 25 videos, 19.6M views). Other ads emphasize that
the user’s location or IP address will stay private, using terms
such as “hiding,” “protecting,” “anonymizing,” or “preventing”
various threats (41 videos, 14.1M views).

Anecdotally, we note YouTubers seldom describe the relationship between IP addresses and location (that IP addresses
are one means of determining location) directly. We also
observe that changing or masking the apparent location is
frequently referenced in the context of consuming otherwise
unattainable content (§IV-C4); in many cases, the ad is unclear
about whether this will affect all visited sites or only the sought
content-provider site (e.g., [88]).
Use of encryption and routing
YouTubers also frequently
describe how VPNs use encryption (54 videos, 29.1M views).
VPNs are typically described as encrypting data, broadly
defined: “your information,” “browsing data,” “internet data,”
etc. (41 videos, 20.3M views). This often gives the impression
that VPNs will encrypt all of a user’s data. In fact, in two
cases YouTubers did say VPNs would encrypt “everything”
(e.g., [89]; 2 videos, 87.6K views). A small minority of videos
more correctly note that what is encrypted is the connection
(e.g.,“encrypts your connection” [90]) or internet traffic (13
videos, 8.9M views).
The type of encryption being used is described in various
ways (16 videos, 4.6M views). Some attempted to indicate
encryption strength using meaningless or even harmful terms
like “Military-grade” [91] (11 videos, 5.0M views), “double
encryption” (5 videos, 3.0M views), “powerful encryption”
(3 videos, 165.1K views), and superlatives such as “best-inclass encryption” (4 videos, 450.8K views). Some YouTubers
list technical encryption specifications such as “AES-256” or
“512-bit encryption” (7 videos, 3.6M views).
A few videos emphasize (re)routing, using terms like “tunnel” and “route” (e.g., [92]). Assets routed include internet
traffic (3 videos, 746.1K views), the “connection” (4 videos,
1.7M views), or even “data” broadly (3 videos, 1.3M views).

One channel combined many of these features together into
potentially misleading combinations, such as claiming that
a VPN add-on from VirtualShield can “clear your browsing
data” and “digitally shred files using military-grade encryption” [93] (6 videos from one channel, 112.2K views).
Other technical features
Several VPN ads highlight
technical features related to privacy and security but do not
explicitly describe a threat model. These include no-datalogging policies to ensure VPNs do not log user traffic (19
videos, 6.8M views), a “kill switch” feature to ensure the
device does not switch to non-VPN routing if the VPN
service goes down (5 videos, 3.4M views), “split tunneling”
to allow selectively rerouting only specific traffic (4 videos,
6.9K views), and being registered in countries not known for
their intelligence services (4 videos, 21.6K views).
3) Online threats: In addition to general security/privacy
guarantees and technical features, some YouTubers focus
primarily on threats that the VPN can (presumably) protect
against (151 videos, 50.2M views).
Who are the adversaries?
YouTubers in our dataset
describe many adversaries, generally together with the threats
they pose. Some of the most popular include (sometimes
vague) commercial entities like “the media” [56] (49 videos,
12.5M views) as well as various governments and intelligence
agencies, such as “government” or “Iranian Mullahs” [94]
(40 videos, 11.8M views). Other common adversaries include
“hackers” (47 videos, 11.9M views), Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) (37 videos, 9.2M views) and companies that monetize
user data (17 videos, 5.7M views). Others mention nebulous
bad actors such as “shady cyber sleuths” [95] (64 videos,
14.6M views). In a few cases, adversaries were defined by
the attacks they commit: “thief,” “SWATter,” “DDOSer,” and
“scammer” (11 videos, 2.7M views).
What do the adversaries do?
VPN ads describe different
adversaries as threatening different kinds of assets, using
different tactics and mechanisms. The connection between adversaries, their actions, and the assets they target is illustrated
in Figure 3. We distinguish surveillance (passively observing)
from more active efforts to collect data, based on nuanced
ways that YouTubers describe threats. We separately distinguish forcefully taking, when the YouTuber uses language
implying violence or attack, such as “stealing” or “grabbing.”
As one example, ISPs are typically associated with
surveilling (“spying,” “tracking,” “snooping”; 21 videos, 5.3M
views) and then disseminating (“sell,” “blackmail,” “share”)
internet activity data (11 videos, 3.5M views). One YouTuber
noted that the VPN can “keep the ISP from out of your
business . . . keep them from knowing what you’re looking
at.” [96] Given that ISPs have significant control over and
visibility into users’ connections, this threat model seems
reasonable. Similarly and also reasonably, data-monetizing
companies are typically associated with capturing internet
activities or users’ “data” (7 videos, 4.8M views).

Threats from governments are typically less specific: they
are vaguely associated with surveilling users and everything
they do (11 videos, 3.1M views). However, in five videos
(3.6M views), YouTubers warned against internet regulation.
One YouTuber [97] expressed concern about potential changes
to EU copyright laws [98].
Interestingly, only a small number of YouTubers emphasized
the threat of censorship (7 videos, 2.7M views). This can
be potentially attributed to relatively low censorship levels
in major English-speaking countries [99]. In contrast, many
more VPN ads discuss the threat of content restrictions, such
as those set by media streaming services (37 videos, 14.2M
views; discussed further in § IV-C4).
Prior work suggests that people often view hackers as
mysteriously powerful with malicious intent as well as extraordinary skills and abilities [35, 100, 101]. In line with this, in
VPN ads, hackers are associated with a wide variety of attacks
on a range of assets. Most frequently, they are associated
with forcefully taking ( i.e., “stealing,” “taking,” “grabbing”)
financial assets (9 videos, 5.6M views), credentials (8 videos,
4.9M views), and sensitive or personal data (15 videos, 6.0M
views). Hackers and nebulous bad actors are also described
as broadly surveilling users and their internet activities (18
videos, 7.6M views). As an example, one YouTuber asks, “Did
you know that you can be spied on by some random hacker
dude using the same network?”[102]. Notably, 28 of 44 videos
that mention “public Wi-Fi” also mention “hackers” or other
nebulous adversaries as threats.
How does the VPN address the threat?
YouTubers
often explicitly connect the VPN to the threat (131 videos,
37.2M views). The most frequent messages are that the VPN
will prevent the threat (77 videos, 23.2M views) or protect
some asset from it (32 videos, 5.2M views). For example,
“ExpressVPN lets you safely surf on public Wi-Fi without
being snooped on, without your data stolen or hacked” [103].
Other videos contain statements that only mention the threat,
thereby implying but not directly stating that the VPN can
provide protection (102 videos, 35.1M views). For example,
one YouTuber lists multiple threats from multiple adversaries
before noting that ExpressVPN is the solution [104].
4) Accessing more content: Aside from security and privacy, a large minority of YouTubers mention VPNs as a tool
to obtain more content online (86 videos, 29.2M views). This
point is typically made using one or more of three common
messages: (1) obtaining more content (e.g., “access,” “get”; 39
videos, 10.4M views); (2) consuming content (e.g., “watch,”
“stream,” “download”; 56 videos, 23.5M views), and (3)
circumventing content restrictions (e.g., “unblock,” “bypass”;
28 videos, 8.2M views). We also found many instances of
YouTubers mentioning specific shows and/or specific platforms (46 videos, 12.1M views). Netflix was the most common
platform, mentioned in 43 videos with 11.7M total views (e.g.,
“It allows me to bing watch more series on Netflix” [105]).
In a minority of cases, the YouTuber discusses access to a

“website,” without going into specifics.
A number of ads emphasize using VPNs when accessing
illegal or otherwise questionable content (22 videos, 4.2M
views). Eleven videos heavily imply acquiring illegal content
(e.g., via torrenting; 534.4K views). One hints: “You should
buy all your stuff completely legally. . . but just in case” [106].
A few discuss user-managed streaming platforms such as
Kodi or Plex, which are frequently used for content piracy
(4 videos, 43.3K views) [107]. Others mention using a VPN
to access “shady” content (e.g., “we all like to browse shady
sites” [108]) as well as for content we labeled as conspiracy
theories or disinformation, such as “searching for Q[anon]’s
latest posts” [109] (9 videos, 3.7M views).
5) Usability and performance: VPN ads commonly emphasize usability and performance features. Most frequently,
the ad claims the promoted VPN is easy to use (81 videos,
22.3M views), often mentioning that a VPN can be activated
with “one click” (26 videos, 5.7M views). One YouTuber says,
“It’s super modern and super simplistic. . . . It will connect you
to a VPN just like that” [110].
Sixty-seven videos (25.4M views) mention support for multiple platforms (e.g., Linux, iOS) and some tout simultaneous
connections on one subscription (30 videos, 6.0M views).
A smaller number of VPN ads emphasize network performance and size. This includes reporting that the VPN’s
network has many servers (24 videos, 14.3M views) in various
countries (36 videos, 18.9M views), has fast connection speeds
(48 videos, 23.4M views), does not slow down the user’s
device (e.g.,“You can use it on all of your devices and you
won’t even notice it” [111]; 17 videos, 1.5M views), or offers
unlimited data (12 videos, 3.6M views). Surprisingly, a few
ads claim the VPN will make certain connections faster (4
videos, 908.1K views).
6) Who uses a VPN and when?: Many VPN ads contain
statements about who uses or should use a VPN, as well as
under what scenarios it should be used.
Who uses a VPN?
Many YouTubers advertise in part by
mentioning people who use the VPNs. In many cases, the
YouTuber themselves claims to use one (90 videos, 33.7M
views). In other cases, the YouTuber reports that someone
they know uses it (sometimes perplexingly implying that
they themselves don’t; 5 videos, 854.6K views), that fellow
subscribers use it (3 videos, 1.7M views), or simply that many
people use it (7 videos, 3.7M views). One YouTuber suggests
that paranoid people use the VPN (8 videos, 290.5K views). In
addition, some YouTubers say that a VPN has positive reviews
from prominent reviewers (16 videos, 4.3M views).
When should VPNs be used?
Some YouTubers mention
specific places or situations when a VPN could or should be
used. Common examples include when using public Wi-Fi
(43 videos, 20.0M views), when traveling (38 videos, 12.4M
views), at home (17 videos, 3.4M views), while playing games
(8 videos, 3.0M views), during e-commerce (7 videos, 2.3M

views), or for cryptocurrency tasks (5 videos, 73.4K views).
A small number of YouTubers suggest VPNs need to be used
all the time (4 videos, 311.2K views).
D. Potentially problematic claims
While labeling videos, we noticed many questionable technical claims. For the purpose of evaluating claims, we assume
the average user expects data security solutions from the VPN
they’re using; the following definition of a VPN aligns well
with this assumption:
An alternative model is where the customer trusts
the service provider to provide a secure managed
VPN service. . . . the customer trusts that packets will
not be misdirected, injected into the network in an
unauthorized manner, snooped on, modified in transit, or subjected to traffic analysis by unauthorized
parties [112].
VPNs cannot interfere with operations carried out at the
party the client is communicating with.
1) Overpromises and exaggerated threats: We observed
several VPN ads suggesting complete protection against any
or all threats, sometimes even advertising a worry-free internet experience (25 videos, 5.9M views). In one example, a
gaming YouTuber states, “I promise if you go ahead and give
NordVPN a try, you won’t ever have to worry about anything
on the internet again” [113].
Others exaggerate threats by overstating the scope of the
potential threat: for example, claiming that bad actors are
“listening to your every single move” [114]. YouTubers also
sometimes refer to implausibly large numbers of attackers,
in some cases suggesting that “anyone” can be a threat (35
videos, 6.2M views). One YouTuber says “anyone with any
sort of knowledge of anything can access your information
and data” [115].
2) Financial information and credentials: YouTubers frequently noted that VPNs provide protection for financial and
authentication data. Some (18 videos, 7.4M views) state that
VPNs protect financial assets (e.g., “credit cards,” “PayPal,”
“money,” “financial information”), and one specifically warns
about adversaries “stealing your identity and your [expletive]
bank information” [116]. Other VPN ads (21 videos, 7.8M
views) claim protection against theft of credentials (e.g.,
“passwords,” “logins”). One notes that with a VPN, “No one
can see your passwords” [117].
In practice, the vast majority of all site loads—anecdotally
including nearly all financial and authentication services—
already run over encrypted connections (e.g., HTTPS) [118].
As such, in most cases the encrypted VPN connection does
not actually provide additional protection. While it is true that
various SSL/TLS/HTTPS attacks exist that might allow an
adversary on the same network to access encrypted data [119–
121], we argue that these threats are much narrower in scope
than the implication in many ads: without a VPN, financial
and authentication data is readily available for the taking.

Fig. 4: Videos with VPN ads, broken down by sponsoring company
and date. VPN companies with fewer than 10 videos in the VPN ad
sample are grouped as “Others.”

Fig. 5: Fraction of videos over time containing at least one statement
relating to accessing content, threats, broad guarantees, technical
features, and overpromises.

Further, it isn’t clear that VPN services, which eventually must
communicate over HTTPS with the website the user intends to
visit, would not themselves be vulnerable to similar flaws. We
note that some YouTubers (13 videos, 6.9M views) do connect
threats to financial and authentication data to the need for
VPNs specifically when using public Wi-Fi, possibly assuming
a more nuanced threat model.
3) Commercial use of data: A flagship feature many
YouTubers describe is the ability for VPNs to block adversaries (“companies,” “ISPs,” “data companies,” “social media
companies,” etc.) from collecting or processing user data for
commercial purposes (50 videos, 10.9M views). One YouTuber notes that “more times than not, that data is sold to third
party advertisers” [122].
Some VPNs do implement network-based (e.g., DNS [123])
solutions to limit collection of user data. While networkbased filters are less intrusive, solutions that do not inspect
and modify user packets might not be able to adequately
block the sophisticated data collection methods rampant on the
web today [124–126]. Inspecting and modifying traffic (e.g.,
through browser plugins9 ), however, violates the assumptions
of the privacy VPNs might provide.
This points to a potential conflict in the basic idea of what a
VPN is, and therefore what users of a VPN might reasonably
expect or assume about its functionality. This disconnect—not
all VPNs offer such protections—may lead users to develop
confused mental models.
In addition, some free VPNs violate users’ trust by tracking
them and injecting ads into websites they browse [9]. Some
popular VPNs, including some of those in our dataset, have
also been accused of collecting and monetizing user data [42].
4) Other false and confusing statements: We noted several
additional false and confusing statements.
Five identical VPN ads (110.3K views) from a single
channel contained confusing and likely misleading visuals
9 https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/tunnelbear-blocker/
bebdhgdigjiiamnkcenegafmfjoghafk

about IP masking. In the video, they show a device’s IPv4
and IPv6 addresses to show that the IP address has changed.
It’s unlikely that the public IP has actually changed [127].
We noted four videos (791.5K views) with false technical
claims, including that VPNs would protect against serverside threats [128] or would ensure a user has no online
identifiers [129].
E. Comparing VPNs
We next describe differences and trends we observed comparing ads over time and for different VPN companies.
When did they advertise?
We first see VPN ads appear in
our data toward the end of 2016; they have increased steadily
ever since (Figure 4). We note an additional increase around
March 2020, which is reflected in Google Trends [130] and
attributed to COVID-19 in market reports [8].
We observe some differences over time among individual
VPN companies. ExpressVPN (54 videos, 20.5M views) and
Tunnelbear (22 videos, 5.4M views) appear to be the oldest
advertisers. NordVPN first appears in our dataset toward the
end of 2017 but is featured in more videos (60) and has more
views (21.5M) than any other company. SurfShark starts to
advertise in February of 2019; with a spike in videos in mid2020, it becomes a sizable chunk of our dataset (26 videos,
5.7M views). Private Internet Access, also known as PIA,
appears in a relatively small number of videos (18) but has
the third most views (7.6M).
Interestingly, VirtualShield (33 videos, 1.4M views) represents a majority of VPN ads between March and October
2018, before decreasing its footprint. This likely relates to a
partnership with The Next News Network [93, 114, 127, 131],
which consistently produces ∼10 sponsored videos per day.
What videos do different companies advertise in?
Figure 6 shows that most VPN companies advertise on a
diverse selection of content categories, including Lifestyle
(e.g., [88, 105]), Video games (e.g., [132]), Society (e.g., [94]),
Technology (e.g., [106]), Entertainment (e.g., [80]), and others.

Fig. 6: Fraction of videos containing VPN ads appearing in each
category, as labeled by YouTube. Gaming sub-genres are aggregated under “Gaming.” Some videos are classified under multiple
categories. Less popular categories, as well as videos from VPN
companies with fewer than 10 videos are not shown.
VirtualShield and Tunnelbear, however, tend to advertise
repeatedly on the same channels and categories. In our
dataset, VirtualShield exclusively sponsored right-wing channels (e.g., The Still Report10 , No B.S. [78], The Next News
Network [93, 114, 127, 131]), and conspiratorial channels
(e.g., Leak Project [135]). These channels were frequently
labeled as “politics” and “society.” Tunnelbear frequently
sponsored chocoTaco [132], a gaming channel.
What do different companies’ ads say?
Most VPN
companies’ ads cover a wide variety of themes (Figure 7).
At a high-level, more than 30% of all VPN ads for NordVPN,
ExpressVPN, and SurfShark include statements about broad
guarantees, technical features, threats, and accessing content
all in the same ad. These three companies’ ads are also the only
ones to mention protecting passwords or financial information.
On the other hand, we classified no Tunnelbear or VirtualShield VPN ad statements as relating to access to more content. In contrast, SurfShark VPN ads has the highest ratio (23
of 26) of videos mentioning accessing content. This dichotomy
may relate to the arms race between content companies and
VPN companies, in which some VPN companies are doing
better than others [136].
VirtualShield has the highest rate of overpromises or exaggerations (18 of 33 videos). It also has the highest rate of
threat statements, by a slim margin (31 of 33 videos).
More specifically (Figure 8 in Appendix § A), mentions
of VPN interactions with location and IPs are widespread.
Similarly, threat statements often use vague adversaries and
hackers. For example, more than half of ExpressVPN ads
contain at least one hacker or vague adversary statement.
Interestingly, VirtualShield is most likely to mention the
government, as well as data companies or just unspecified
10 This channel removed all videos between September 26th 2016 and
January 6th, 2021. Example videos with VPN ads were: [133, 134]

Fig. 7: Fraction of videos per company containing at least one
statement relating to high-level themes. VPN companies with fewer
than 10 videos are not shown.

companies, as adversaries. Further, VirtualShield ads least
frequently mention encryption and rerouting. This might imply
a focus on threats rather than features. In line with high-level
trends, Tunnelbear generally lacks details.
In our dataset, NordVPN and ExpressVPN talk about financial risk, while ShurfShark ads are most likely to feature
resilience against credential theft.
When we look at themes over time (Figure 5), contentrelated VPN ads first appear during mid-2018 and reach their
highest point during mid-2020. This may relate to increased
ads for SurfShark (with the highest ratio of content ads) and
potentially to COVID-19. One YouTuber said, “Now that so
many of us are stuck at home, it’s only a matter of time before
you run out of stuff to watch on Netflix. . . . think about all the
Netflix libraries you can go through” [137].
We also note a spike in overpromises or exaggerations in
October 2018, primarily related to VirtualShield (with the
highest ratio of such ads).
Other content, such as technical claims and broad guarantees, appears consistent among VPN companies and over time.
F. Advertising techniques
As expected, VPN ads usually contain language and techniques that are common in advertisements.
Disclosure
FTC guidelines instruct video content creators
that “disclosure should be in the video and not just in the
description uploaded with the video,” and suggest the disclosure should be both visual and auditory [13]. However, prior
research troublingly suggests that there are many undisclosed
advertiser/company relationships on YouTube [12]. We therefore noted what type of disclosures, if any, YouTubers made.
We found that although 188 videos (59.4M views) have
disclosures at least somewhat compliant with regulatory guidelines [13], a large minority (55 videos, 3.3M views) do not.
To comply, a number of videos both display text and play
audio declaring the relationship with a VPN company (52

videos, 30.0M views). Most, however, disclose either only
via audio (130 videos, 28.6M views) or only through visual
elements (6 videos, 811K views). Fifty of the videos that
contain visual disclosure (29.7M views) use YouTube’s native
disclosure UI [138].
In violation of the guidelines, 13 videos (1.5M views) only
disclose affiliation with VPN companies in the description.
Further, 42 (1.8M views) include affiliate links without explicitly disclosing at all. For example, one 73-second ad is
never explicitly disclosed [104].
Comparison to other products
YouTubers frequently
promote VPNs by comparing them to other products. Many
simply claim the VPN they are promoting is the best VPN
(41 videos, 9.0M). Some accurately [9] warn that free or very
cheap VPNs can harm security and privacy (3 videos, 34.2K
views), and a few directly name competitors when claiming
superiority (e.g.,[139]; (4 videos, 359K views). A minority
also compare the VPN to other security and privacy tools,
such as antivirus, Tor, or firewalls (6 videos, 4.6M views).
Multiple YouTubers used analogies in their ads, often catering to the channel’s audience with humorous intent (11 videos,
4.0M views). YouTubers tend to use analogies to emphasize
broad guarantees rather than to explain technical mechanisms.
One ad uses a complex Dungeons and Dragons analogy [140],
while another compares a VPN to a refrigerator [141].
Promotional prices
VPN ads also typically emphasize
promotional codes offering some kind of monetary benefit, including discounts (108 videos, 31.3M views), free-use periods
with long-term subscriptions (116 videos, 38.9M views), and
money-back guarantees (46 videos, 18.9M views). A number
of YouTubers refer specifically to NordVPN being 70% off
(e.g., [142]).
Often related to money-back guarantees, many ads mention
readily available tech support (30 videos, 6.6M views). One
YouTuber notes that “If you get confused, there is a fantastic
24/7 customer service” [143].
Emotional appeals
In a few cases, VPN ads make emotional arguments for purchasing the VPN. Some tell the viewer
that buying the VPN will help the YouTuber (24 videos, 10.3M
views). Others emphasize that the user has nothing to lose,
especially when offering a free trial (7 videos, 666K views). In
many cases, the ad emphasizes that the user (10 videos, 6.1M
views) or their family is at risk without a VPN (e.g., [131]; 21
videos, 519K views). One video with 85.7K views suggests
that using a VPN is necessary to protect your country [94].
Connecting to news or other events
YouTubers often
used recent news to justify VPNs (30 videos, 9.3M views).
Examples include various data breaches and leaks, including
well-known events like the Facebook-Cambridge Analytica
scandal [134] (12 videos, 992K views). Others connect VPNs
to their own experiences (3 videos, 4.3M views), such as
noticing firsthand that ISPs capture browsing histories [144].
Though not always used to justify the use of VPNs, 11
videos with 545K views referenced COVID-19.

G. YouTubers and VPN companies: A case study of SurfShark
YouTubers receive compensation for endorsing VPNs, via
affiliate links and/or up-front promotional fees. It is unclear,
however, how much control VPN companies exert on the
content of these influencer ads. By providing strict instructions, a VPN company could maintain accuracy and consistent
branding, but may not leave room for the YouTuber to take
advantage of their unique relationship to their audience. At
minimum, in many cases YouTubers seem to be empowered
to include explicit or off-color content (e.g., [82]), to align
with their video content or audience.
To investigate this relationship between YouTubers and
VPN companies, we reached out to 14 VPN companies that
appeared repeatedly in our dataset and requested promotional
material, guidelines or instructions they provide to YouTubers.
Our goal was to compare the guidelines to the resulting VPN
ads created by the YouTubers. Only SurfShark shared their
materials. VirtualShield responded that, other than their logo,
they did not have a predetermined set of promotional materials,
but instead worked with YouTubers to customize material for
their needs. TunnelBear similarly said they did not have any
predetermined promotional materials. IPVanish and HideMe
directed us to their website press kits; WTFast and Private
Internet Access directed us to their affiliate managers, who
did not respond to our inquiries. The other 7 VPN providers
did not respond to our request.
We therefore examined SurfShark’s promotional materials
and their associated ads in depth, as a case study. Our dataset
contains 26 videos with SurfShark VPN ads (5.7M views).
SurfShark provides affiliates with a number of media files,
such as logos, images of the product interface, and animations
of various SurfShark features (e.g., [117]). The materials
encourage YouTubers to select content from these files that
will align with their audience. SurfShark also provides about
30 talking points covering features or benefits of the product,
examples of videos with ads that “nailed it,” and tips for integrating media and information into the video and description.
Different YouTubers relay information from these materials very differently, but nearly all of the talking points in
the materials were mentioned by at least some YouTubers,
including concepts like “secures your data,” ease of use,
simultaneous device support across multiple platforms, travel,
use for e-commerce, protection on public Wi-Fi, utility against
censorship, unlocking other countries’ streaming libraries, IP
address protection, no-logs policy, and money-back guarantee.
Points that appear in the guidelines but not the analyzed
dataset include DNS privacy, customer support, and some
technical specifications such as RAM-only servers and twofactor authentication. We hypothesize that these talking points
do not fit YouTubers’ ideas about their audience or that we
simply haven’t collected enough SurfShark VPN ads.
Deviations from the provided material include overclaims
of security and privacy benefits (“keep your sensitive info and
data safe, all the time” [145]; 4 videos, 597K views), as well as
potentially overstating the risk of not using a VPN (“If you’re

not using a VPN when you are surfing the internet, you are
playing with fire” [146]; 2 videos, 1.0M views).
The SurfShark materials clearly marked additional services,
such as email and password leak alerts, as “Extra Solutions.”
YouTubers, however, at times tended to mention these as
core VPN features (e.g., [147]), potentially leading to user
confusion or mistaken mental models.
Furthermore, SurfShark ads mention access to content more
frequently than ads for other VPN companies (§ IV-E). This
is not clearly reflected in the SurfShark materials, which emphasize privacy and security. We hypothesize this may relate
to the interests of the YouTubers SurfShark partners with, in
categories such as Lifestyle and Gaming (see Figure 6).
Overall, we found that YouTubers tended to apply the provided promotional materials or guidelines, but not precisely,
with occasionally inaccurate or potentially misleading results.
V. C ONCLUDING D ISCUSSION
In sum, we find that VPN ads are extremely prevalent
on YouTube, with more engagement compared to videos
that don’t have VPN ads (§ IV-A). They convey a range of
themes, including threats and technical information (§ IV-C);
some include potentially misleading claims with overpromises
and exaggerations (§ IV-D). Different sponsoring companies
emphasize different kinds of content and appear in different
categories of channels (§ IV-E). Further, a non-negligible
amount fail to adequately disclose sponsorship (§ IV-F).
Based on these results, we discuss (1) our suggestions on
what stakeholders of the VPN ad ecosystem can do to reduce
harm and increase utility, and (2) the need for further research
to quantify the impact VPN ads might have on users.
A. Improving VPN ads
Influencer VPN ads arise from a complex relationship
between VPN companies and YouTubers, in which both benefit from increased product sales but also have potentially
divergent brand-management strategies. VPN companies want
to take advantage of the YouTubers’ knowledge of, and close
relationships with, their audiences by allowing the YouTuber
to drive the ad content, but may not want to be held responsible for everything YouTubers say. Currently, as our results
show, this complex relationship often results in misleading or
otherwise problematic ads (§ IV-D).
VPN Companies may need to create clearer guidelines
that explicitly warn against common exaggerations and misconceptions (§ IV-D), as well as reminding YouTubers about
disclosure requirements (§ IV-F). VPN companies could also
review videos (before or after release) and withhold sponsorship from repeat offenders. Notably, some VPN companies
already review ads [27, 82] (adult language). They could also
require YouTubers to demonstrate correct understanding of the
products before engaging in sponsorship. YouTubers can also
contribute by familiarizing themselves with the capabilities
and limitations of VPNs and refraining from exaggeration.
Currently, however, it is unclear whether VPN companies
have incentives to take any of these steps; the arms-length

relationship may allow them to enjoy the benefits of exaggerated marketing while insulating them from repercussions. On
the other hand, better accuracy may have reputational benefits,
and clearly conveying that add-on features are brand-specific
rather than inherent to any VPN might improve brand loyalty.
YouTube itself is uniquely positioned to ensure that influencer ads are clearly disclosed, perhaps via automated
solutions [30]. Further, YouTube has in the past removed
videos for spreading misinformation; similar policies might be
developed for egregiously misleading ads (e.g., [113, 128]).
Government agencies already impose restrictions on false
or misleading advertising [148], and could expand efforts
to include influencer VPN ads. Alternatively, building on
suggestions from prior research [19, 20], computer security
and privacy experts could form advisory bodies, offering consultation for well-intentioned advertisers who wish to ensure
their claims will not misinform viewers about digital safety.
B. Further research: How VPN ads influence viewers
Our analysis suggests that VPN ads make many claims
that have the potential to influence viewers’ mental models
not just of VPNs, but of computer security and privacy in
general (§ IV-C). Exaggerating threats may add to users’
fears: this could leave them susceptible to scams that promise
protection, or even contribute to resignation, in which people
decide that if true security or privacy is impossible, there’s no
reason even to make an effort to improve their posture [19].
On the other hand, overpromises about the protections
VPNs can provide may lead users toward reckless behavior or
otherwise impede their ability to make appropriate decisions
about their security and privacy.
Further, we notice that not all VPNs advertise the same
features (§IV-E [149]); in some cases, additional features were
add-on products. We hypothesize that viewers may mistakenly
attribute these features to all VPNs, creating incorrect assumptions about the protections other VPN products may offer, or
about security and privacy on the internet more generally.
We note that it may be especially important to avoid users
forming mistaken mental models, as shifting existing security
and privacy models has proven to be a challenge [100, 150]. As
such, getting things right—or at least not harmfully wrong—in
VPN ads may have a large impact.
These speculations point at the need for further research, to
measure whether and to what extent the claims of VPN ads
are in fact negatively influencing viewers’ mental models.
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A PPENDIX
A. Detailed content advertised by VPN companies

Fig. 8: Fraction of videos per company containing at least one
statement relating to specific claims. VPN companies with fewer than
10 videos are not shown.

